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Two Roads
“When the sacred heart is open
The Red Stone of Power shall sing...
the divine plan shall be revealed on
Earth...
Praise be to The Beloved Source of
All Things”

A cosmic design that came into existence by co-creation with the Spirit World

Faith
In 2005 Wim made an object
of wood and plaster bandage
that was named ‘Faith’. In
front
of
the
centre,
suspended by a nearly invisible thread, he hung a red
stone, because 'that felt right'.
Faith started as a four legged cross inside a circle. Playing with a computer
program, changing its shape from round to oval and by adding perspective,
suddenly the equally legged Celtic cross changed into the Christian cross
with a longer downward pointing leg. So only changing perspetive shows
that both crosses, symbolizing different cultures and different religions,
appear to be the same symbol. After that Wim pushed the central part of
the symbol down, creating a bowl.
So the Celtic Cross, the Christian Cross and the Holy Grail were combined
into one single object. At that time he didn’t know anything about Eliza
White Buffalo, a woman living in Nothern Ireland.
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Two Roads began as a vision from a boy
named Nicolas Black Elk
Nicolas Black Elk (Dec 1863 - Aug 1950)
was a famous Wichasha Wakan (Medicine
Man or Holy Man) and Heyoka of the Oglala
Lakota (Sioux). At the age of 9, during a
coma that lasted several days, he had his
vision. When he woke up, he told the people
around what he had experienced and they
understood that he was a clair-voyant.
At around the age of 12 he was present at
one well-remembered, but awful day in
history: the Battle of Little Big Horn 1876.
Several years later he was present at yet
another dark day in the history of mankind:
the Wounded Knee Massacre, during which he
got injured. During his life he has helped
many people by the powers the Spirits gave
him.
There is one thing Nicolas Black Elk is well remembered by. On one of his
journeys that brought him to France and England, he encountered the
Christian belief. He discovered that there was not much difference between
the White Man’s God and the Indian’s Great Spirit. And so he became the
Indian holy man who became a Christian. He became Christian in 1904,
aged forty. Not every Indian was happy about this, but he said: “my
children have to live in this world.”
In fact he never really abandoned the Indian way, he only didn’t do the
ceremonial sacred rites anymore. With his powers given to him by Spirit, he
has healed many people.
It seems he embraced the Great Spirit and the White
Men’s God, being the same.
The Indian medicine wheel
Eliza White Buffalo is a clair-voyant woman in
Nothern-Ireland whose guardian angel is called
Nicolas Black Elk. He inspired her to write a series of
books called ‘The Two Roads Trilogy’. In this (thrilling)
trilogy the meaning of the Indian medicine wheel and
the Two Roads symbol with the central Red Stone of
Power are explained. She writes:
“This is The Two Roads Symbol. The symbol bears
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resemblance to the ancient Coptic Cross of early Christianity. It also bears
resemblance to the medicine wheel of the Native
American Lakota Indian way. I first began to see
the symbol psychically about 8 yrs ago. Black Elk
showed it to me; in those days it looked to me to be
white, a cross in circle with a red stone in the
center. Today, this is the manifestation of what I
'saw'. The symbol, the medicine wheel too, shows
great cosmic truth of oneness. I would like to share
the meaning of the symbol and the story of it within
the story of the Two Roads trilogy. If you would like
please read on…
In The Two Roads Trilogy Black Elk talks about The Red Stone of Power.
The Red Stone of Power was given to Rose, heroine of the Two Roads
story, by a Golden Being who turns out to be The Eminence of the Father,
the Original Soul always in the presence of God. Rose was told that the
Red Stone of Power would sit in her heart space; she would climb four
ascents into Heaven, and when The Red Stone of Power would sing a
prophecy would be released. That prophecy was Black Elk's vision of
peace and harmony within one true hoop of all creation.
The Two Roads Symbol shows the path of the soul as I see it below…
Picture a medicine circle with four directions - North, East, South and West.
Picture two roads - one going from South to North, and one going from
East to West. Now picture the center of the circle where the two roads
meet. This is the Holy Center… the Sacred Heart… this is The Red Stone
of Power. The center is holy because it is whole… here we know union with
the Great and Holy Spirit. Here we ARE of God, of the ONE. I like to call
this the Christ Consciousness. It is the Creation of God, God's Child.
If you picture the medicine circle again… and see that the Father is
represented in the North, and looking to His reflection in the South, the
Mother… you will see that in the center is the essential offspring of the two
- the Child, the Creation, the Christ. So the Red Stone of Power is
essentially the Christ, the Holy Child of God who is one with its Sacred
Parents.
We can see this clearly if you imagine yourself in the center of the medicine
wheel. No matter which direction you look… you have a 360% perspective.
You know yourself to be God's Child and you have full understanding of all
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four aspects of your Self. You can 'see' who you are. You see you are Mind
in the North, and you are Spirit in the East; you are Emotion in the South
and you are Body in the West.
There are three other directions - above, below, and within. Above is the
Sacred Father, Father Sky, and below is the Sacred Mother, Mother Earth.
Within is the Sacred Heart, The Red Stone of Power, where the Sacred
Parents meet - Spirit and Matter. So within is the only place you can
receive and give their essence, Light and Love.
Having gone into the center and lifted your mind, spirit, emotions and body
up four ascents of awareness of Truth, you are then in a state of
communication with your Original Soul… or your Monad, or your Star
Origins. You begin to receive information from your Original Soul and you
feel a magnetic pull upwards towards Oneness with your Soul. This is the
activation of the heart…the twin flames are lit. They are the flames of the
Father and the Mother aspects of your Spirit. The Red Stone of Power is
activated and in receiving mode.
So imagine this… if you were to rise up another four ascents from that
point, where would you be then?
What happens when the Red Stone of Power, or the Sacred Heart is
activated is the pull of the Original Soul gets stronger as more and more
light fills the heart, lifting mind, spirit, emotions and body even further.
Essentially, you are coming closer to the presence of God/Source, wherein
your original soul lies.
This has been called 'the second death' and means the dying onto the ego
self. When a person's body dies on earth, the person passes into the world
of Spirit where he or she eventually discovers the pull of the original soul.
The individual soul begins to rise and comes to a second death. When the
soul passes through the doorway of the second death it is then in the
realms of NO BODY… The soul feels the oneness of all souls and that bliss
takes them higher until they return to the presence of God. This whole
process is called the ascension.
This is the transition time, 2012, in which we are moving into the new world
brought about by the Oneness, the duality of our Divine Masculine Energy
and our Sacred Feminine Energy being in balance on Earth… Heaven on
Earth. Though we cannot live without our body, it is our ego that appears to
die at this time of transition… and is resurrected again to be one with the
divine mind.
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The Good Red Road and the Fearful Road
The Two Road symbol consists of a hoop or circle and two roads, one
vertical and one horizontal road.
Vertically you see the ‘Good Red Road’, which is the holy road of spirit.
Horizontally you see the ‘Dark and Fearful Road’.
Where the two roads meet there’s a holy place.
The dark road is our road on Earth, a road that you will need to walk on to
be able to make progress on the vertical red road. But... it will challenge
you! When you keep walking the spiritual red road only, which seems the
smart thing to do, you will see the light in front of you, but you’ll never reach
it.
You can walk the dark and fearful road safely by always returning to your
heart, where the Red Stone of Power resides. From there you have
overview. This is a holy place and the Red Stone of Power is Black Elk’s
expression of the activated Sacred Heart.
So it comes down to making choices. Do you make choices by your ratio
only, pushed forward by your ego, emotions, greed, fear, whatever... or
does your heart have the final say in your decision making?
You need your ratio, as you do need you ego and your emotions. But only
your heart has a direct link to your Higher Self.
Now look what happens when you rotate the Two Roads
symbol backwards... and take another look at ‘Faith’...
Faith had already been made by Wim years before in
2005, without Wim knowing what it was all about. The
only thing that he needed to do was to change
perspective. Look at it from another viewpoint and you’ll see that it’s about
one and the same symbol all along.
This counts for the Two Roads, but in fact the same
counts for all religions worldwide. Every religion is but
another viewpoint, another perspective, of that deeper
meaning of Life.... of God, The Great Spirit, Creation
itself...
In history the Two Roads-shape has often been used
before. It was already used by the Copts, now called
‘Coptic Cross’ (left picture). The Copts were convinced
that they were the first true Christians. They are related
to the Essenes and also to the Druids (Celts).
To the right there’s the Celtic cross, photographed
near Holy Head (Whales, UK).
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Two Roads in a big Cathedral in Moscow
Coptic Cross

Top row: White Eagle - Arthur Conan Doyle - Grace Cooke - Ivan Cooke - Helena
Blavatsky - Tatanka Lyotanka (Sitting Bull)
Bottom row: Saint Paul Aurelian - Padre Pio - Linda - Eliza White - Nicolas Black Elk Ben Black Elk - John Neihardt

